
Actress Nicole Oliver wins Best Voice Award at
2013 UBCP/ACTRA Awards on November 24,
2013

Congratulations to Nicole Oliver who was awarded the !

Nicole Oliver was honoured as

one of the top talents in BC at the

second annual UBCP/ACTRA

Awards at the Vancouver

Playhouse on November

24th. The Awards Gala was

attended by hundreds of industry

professionals, members, partners,

press, and politicians. For more

information on the event,

visit www.ubcp.com.

 -

Alvin Sanders, President of

UBCP/ACTRA

Nicole has been busy with

numerous roles, most recently

playing a stage mother in the

independent feature film “Leap 4

Your Life”, which premiered at

VIFF in September and October

2013. Nicole has also just

completed a supporting role in the soon to be released Hallmark film, “The Christmas Ornament” starring
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Cameron Mathison and Kellie Martin. She has guest starred on numerous television series; recent roles

include “Supernatural and “Rogue”. She has also starred in many MOW’s including recent releases “The

Woodcarver” with John Ratzenberger; “Taken Back – Finding Haley” with Amanda Tapping and “Innocent”

with Bill Pullman and Marcia Gay Harden. For 4 seasons, Nicole was also the host on the hit Slice Network

series “Crash Test Mommy”.
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Following in Nicole’s

footsteps, her son William

Aisncough was nominated

for the ‘BEST NEWCOMER’

category for

the UBCP/ACTRA

Awards for his starring role

as ‘Billy’ in City TV’s second

season of “SEED”.

Nicole joins her young son

in the hit series “SEED” and

will once again be playing

Billy’s teacher, Mrs.

Anderson, in several

episodes this season, as

well as perfecting her

chops as the Ultimate Stage Parent to William behind the scenes. The first season of “Seed” was hailed as

both a critical and commercial success and has been picked up by U.S. network The CW.
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